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HEADING OF JUDGMENT ON APPEAL

IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE, BONGAIGAON

CRTMTNAL APPEAL NO. 6( 1y2019.
(Under Section 379IPC)

Sakina Malakar
...Appellant.

-Vs-
State of Assam.

...Respondent.

APPEARANCE :-

For the Appellant : Mr. P. Baidya, Advocate.

For the Respondent : Mr. R. Barman, Public
Prosecutor

Present: Mr Binod Kr Chetri,
Sessions Judge,
Bongaigaon,

Date of Argument : 13.03.2019.

Date of Judgment : 28.03.2019.

JUDGMENT

1. The instant appeal is directed against the judgment

and order dated 10.01.2019 passed by the learned Additional Chief

Judicial Magistrate, Bongaigaon, in PRC. Case No. 24012018 convicting

the accused/appellants under Section 379 IPC and sentencing him to

undergo simple imprisonment for 10 (ten) months and to pay a fine of

Rs. 20001in default, simple imprisonment for another 1- (one) month.

The informant Smti Bina Bharati, lodging an FIR on2.
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06.11.2018 before the In-Charge, North Bongaigaon Patrol Post alleged

that at around 12.30 P.M she boarded an auto rickshaw from rolling mill

to come towards Paglasthan and she was in possession of cash Rs.

48,000.00 in her bag and the appellant Smti Sakina Malakar also

boarded the auto rickshaw from rolling mill and committed theft of her

money from her bag and she was caught red handed.

3. On receipt of the FIR, the In-Charge, North

Bongaigaon Patrol Post made the G.D.E. No.l-06 dated 06.11.2018 and

forwarded the FIR to the O/C, Bongaigaon Police Station for registering

a case. Accor.dingly, the Officer In-Charge of Bongaigaon Police Station

registered the case being Bongaigaon Police Station Case No. 888/20L8

under Section 379 IPC and launched investigation of the case. After

completion of'the investigation, the Investigating Officer laid charge-

sheet against the present accused/appellant Sakina Malakar under Section

379 IPC

4. On appearance of the accused person, necessary

copies as required U/S 207 of Cr.P.C were furnished to the accused and

on perusal of police report furnished UIS M Cr.P.C and hearing the

learned counsel for both sides, having found a prima facie case, the

learned Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, Bongaigaon framed charge

against the accused Sakina Malakar U/S 379 IPC and the same on being

read over and explained to the accused, she pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried.

5. In course of trial, the prosecution side examined as

many as 5 (five) witnesses. In statement recorded under Section 313
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cr.P.c, the accused person denied all the allegations leveled against her

and examined none.

6. After hearing the argument for the parties, the

learned Additional CJM, Bongaigaon delivered the judgment dated

10.01.2019 and convicted the accused/appellants as stated above'

7. Being highly aggrieved by and dis-satisfied with the

above Judgment and Order dated 10.01.2019 passed by learned

Additional CJM, Bongaigaon in PRC Case No. 24012018 U/S 379 of the

IPC, the appellant has preferred this appeal. The grounds taken in the

appeal inter-alia are :

(i) The description of seized notes not mentioned in

the FIR.

(ii) Contradictions.

(iii) The passengers of the auto rickshaw not examined.

(iv)The accused did not run away after getting down

from the auto rickshaw.

(v)No proof by the informant that she withdrew money

(vi) PW 4 being child witness not free from being

tutored.

(vii) During the course of argument learned advocate Mr

Baidya for the appellant submitted that the denomination of notes were not

mentioned in the FIR, the informant cannot say the name of the driver or the

registration number of the auto rickshaw.

(viii) The auto rickshaw driver was not made witness and

seizure of notes not from the accused.

B.

both sides.

I have heard the submission of the learned counsels of

from bank.
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10.

Gone through the impugned judgment dated L0'1'201-9'

whether on 6.11-.2018 the accused dishonestly took out

Rs. 48,000.00 from the bag of the informant Smti Bina

Bharati without her consent ?

L1. To substantiate the charge U/S 379 IPC against the

accused prosecution examined 5 witnesses and they are Smti Bina Bharati

(informant),SriReshamPradhan(heresaywitness),SmtiSobiranBewa

(seizure witneis), Miss srijona Bharati (eye witness) and sI Swmdwm

HajowarY.

t2. The evidence of Pw L is that on that day she alongwith

her 3 grand daughters including PW 4 were travelling in auto rickshaw from

rolling mill to Paglasthan. As per her FIR(Ext 1) she was carrying

Rs.48,000.00 in her bag and accused Safina Malakar committed theft of that

money and was caught hold with the money and handed over to the Police' The

denomination of Rs. 48,000.00 is mentioned as Rs. 500.00 x 96' The time was

around l2-L2.3lnoon. Accused also got up in that auto rickshaw and as asked

by the accused she was allowed to seat on her left hand side' The accused was

having an infant baby with her. Her t'wo grant daughters were sitting in the

front seat. she was carrying Rs. 48,000.00 packed in pink polythene inside her

bag. During the journey her grant daughter Srijona (PW 4) called her twice but

she did not give any heed to it as she was suffering from fever and asked her

granddaughternottodisturbher.TheygotdownatPaglasthanandthe

accused also got down at the same place. At that time her grand daughter (PW

4) told her that the accused has taken out the money from her bag and when she

searched her bag she found the money missing fromthere' She went after the
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accused and enquired the accused about the moneY to which the accused

denied. People gathered there and she searched the purse of the accused and

found the pink polythene alongwith the money inside that bag' Police was

informed and a traffic Police came and took them to North Bongaigaon Petrol

Post where she lodged the FIR (Ext 1). She rang Resham Pradhan over phone

and he arrived there. She also deposed that she was carrying that money to

give it to her "Bow" (sister-in-law) for her treatment who is a cancer patient'

In her cross she stated that she did not give the bank

passbook or withdrawal slip to the Police ; that she has not mentioned the serial

number of the above notes in her FIR and that she has not produced the money

before the Court. She does not know whether Police seized the pink polythene

and the bag/purse of the accused or not. There was many passengers in that

auto rickshaw

l.3.BycrossexaminationtheevidenceofPwlcouldnotbe
rebutted or cast asPersion.

|4.Thewitnessoftheactoftheaccusedoftakingmoney
out from the bag of PW 1 was PW 4, the grand daughter aged about B years of

PW 1. PW 4 was travelling with PW 1 at that time and she deposed about

going in auto rickshaw with PW L on that day (point towards the accused)

deposed that the accused was also travelling with them. Her grand mother has

kept the money in pink polythene inside her bag and the accused took out that

polythene from her grand mother's bag. She called her grand mother but her

grand mother did not take notice to it. When they got down from the auto

rickshaw she told the grand mother about the accused taking out money from

her bag and her grand mother (PW 1) caught the accused, searched the purse of

the accused and got the pink polythene with money from inside the purse of the

accused. The Police men in white dress came and took the accused with him'

In her cross nothing was there except the suggestion which the PW 4 has

denied.
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15. The prosecution case is based mainly on the evidence of

PW 1 and PW 4. It is to be seen whether the evidence are plausible, sufficient

and trustworthy to bring home the charge against the accused.

16. The evidence of PW 1 and PW 4 is conoborative to each

other and their evidence could not be demolished by way of cross-examination.

Even from their evidence there appears to be no doubt upon the veracity of the

evidence as to its truthfulness.

17. Going by the submission of defence counsel the roaming

question which comes to the reasonable minds is why the informant will lodge

a false case dgainst an unknown lady who was travelling with her in that auto

rickshaw. They were not known to each other prior to the incident and there

was no enmity between them. No quarrel took place between them in that

auto rickshaw. So why PW 1 will unnecessarily blame the accused. There is

nothing on record to suggest that PW t has lodged a false case against the

accused.

PW 1 was carrying Rs. 48,000.00 wrapped in pink18.

polythene and kept inside her bag. During the journey in the auto rickshaw the

accused took out that polythene packed containing money and kept inside her

purse. This incident was noticed by PW 4 and she called her grand mother

(PW 1) but PW 1 did not take notice her. PW 1 was coming alongwith her three

grand daughters namely Paresh Bharati, aged about 8 years, Ankita Kumari, 9

years and Srijona Bharati (PW 4) from the school. There were other

passengers also in that auto rickshaw. PW 2 came later on on being informed

by PW L to Paglasthan Traffic control room, where he met PW 1 and came to

know that the accused has committed theft and he saw the accused crying and

asking to relief her. He heard the fact from PW L.

Defence counsel submission that the description of the19.
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seized notes or the stolen notes were not mentioned in the FIR ; that the

passengers and the auto rickshaw driver not examined ; that the accused did

not run away after getting down from the auto rickshaw and that no proof of
the money being withdrawn from the bank by the pw 1. The reply is that in
the FIR it is mentioned that the accused committed theft of Rs. 4g,000.00

which consists of 96 notes of 500 denomination which can not be expected of
the informant to mention in detail the number of the notes numbering 96 in her

FIR and that too the FIR was filed instantly at the Police Station. In her

evidence Pw t has mentioned the amount as Rs. 4g,000.00 but by mistake it
was mentioned as Rs. 100 notes instead of Rs. s00. she has mentioned the

number as 96 and 96 x 100 is Rs 9600.00 and not Rs. 4g,000.00. There was

some inadveitent error either on the part of pw l" while mentioning the

denomination or there can be a typographical error while recording the

evidence. This stray error is not going to touch on the veracity of the evidence

of PW L as because her other evidence are in conformity to her case and there

appears no blemish in her evidence.

20. PW 1 did not know that her money has been stolen when

she got down at Paglasthan and only after getting down she was informed by
her grand daughter and at that time only she realized about the theft. By that

time the auto rickshaw has already left and the accused also left to some extent.

Had PW 1 aware of the theft when she was in the auto rickshaw or the auto

rickshaw driver would have known about the incident and they would have

been witnessed to the fact. Normally, a passenger don't notice the driver of the

bus or auto rickshaw or taxi while travelling. After the passengers get down

they forget the driver or the vehicle. The passenger also don't note down the

vehicle number while boarding at auto rickshaw. In this case also same thing

happened and one cannot expect pw i. to remember the name and address of
the auto rickshaw driver or the co-passengers. As regards the proof of the

source of the money, prosecution has not produced any evidence as to whether

.' iloolo[ao
:r., grF.r-
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the PW t has took out the money from the bank, or brought from her house or

borrowed from some body else. It is the defence who has question her as to

whether Police has seized her bank pass book or withdrawal slip. It was the

duty of the Investigating Officer to enquire as to where from Rs' 48,000'00 was

brought by PW 1 and it was not the duty of PW L to prove the evidence on her

own as to wherefrom she has brought the money. The established fact is that

PW L was carrying Rs. 48,000.00 with her at that time. Whether the money

was taken out from bank or borrowed by her or it may be ill gotten money but

the fact is that at that relevant time she was the owner of that money and that

money was taken out from her possession. Taking that money from her

possession dishonestly without her consent amounts to theft and the evidence is

that it was the'accused who had taken out that money from the bag of PW 1

and that money, which was kept inside a pink polythene bag was recovered

from the purse.of the accused on being searched.

2L. There is a defect in the evidence of PW 5 (Investigating

Officer) so far as seizure of the stolen money is concerned. He deposed that he

made the seizure from the possession of the accused but the evidence on

record is clear that the money was already recovered by PW 1 from the bag of

the accused before arrival of the Police and the conduct of PW 2 is natural of a

normal human conduct. Her money was stolen away and the accused was

moving away, she cannot wait for Police or someone to come and apprehend

the accused and search her bag to recover the money. In that situation without

being searched the bag of the accused, PW 1 would not have known as to

whether the money was in fact in the possession of the accused or not. She had

to search the accused and once she found the polythene bag containing her

money in the purse of the accused she would naturally take it back from the

accused. Police was informed about the incident of pick pocket and after

making General Diary entry no. 106 dated 6.11.2018 of North Bongaigaon

Patrol Post, ASI, S.P. Kalita, alongwith PW 5 left for that place. Ext 6 speaks
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of the information received at North Bongaigaon Patrol Post that a lady

passenger in auto rickshaw had picked pocket of another co-passenger and she

has been apprehended at Paglasthan. This is the first information report of this

case received immediately at the Police Post and the same is in conformity to

the fact narrated by the informant (PW 1) simply because PW t has not said as

to wherefrom she brought that Rs. 48,000.00 or that the Investigating Officer

did not enquire during investigation does not make the prosecution case fail as

because the fact proved is that PW 1 was possessing that money at that relevant

time.

22. Another point raised by the defence is PW 4 is a child

witness and she has susceptible of being tutored and being so in this case also

PW 4 is not free from being tutored. In this regard reference is made to the

judgment of Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of K. Venkateshwarlu vs Stae

of Andhra Pradesh reported in AIR 2012 SC 2955, wherein the Hon'ble

Supreme Court has held that the evidence of a child witness has to be subjected

to closed scrutiny and can be accepted only if the Court comes to the

conclusion that the child understands the question put to him and he is enable

to give rational answers. A child witness, by reason or his tender age is a

pliable witness and can be tutored easily either by threat, coercion or

inducement.

23. Let us go back to the scenario where after getting down

from the auto rickshaw the matter came to light. Immediately after getting

down from the auto rickshaw PW 4 who was aged about 8 years informed her

grand mother that the money was taken out from her bag by the accused and as

the accused was moving away after alighting there, PW 1 went after her,

restrained her searched her bag and found the money inside the bag of the

l[f"/ ...df...ur.d. Then when did PW 1 or anyone got the chance to tutor PW 4 to

depose falsely against the accused. PW L was not knowing the accused prior to
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that incident and was not having any enmity with her. Even there was no

quanel between them in the auto rickshaw what for PW 1 will bring a false

story against the accused and that too who was having an infant baby with her.

Before examining PW 4 the learned Magistrate has checked the maturity and

intelligence of the child witness and then only recorded her evidence. The

evidence of PW 4 was to the point, no exaggeration and remained unblemished

after cross examination.

24. It has come in the evidence that PW 4 had seen the

incident while travelling in the auto rickshaw and even called her grand mother

(PW 1) but PW L was not felling well due to her fever and asked PW 4 not to

disturb her. PW 4 is a child and did not shout in the auto rickshaw about the

theft. PW 1 Was not knowing about the theft and though that her grand

children were unnecessarily disturbing her. There was three grand children

with her, all aged about 8 / 9 years at that time and returning from school

alongwith school bags. The auto rickshaw was also packed with other

passengers.

25. On getting down from the auto rickshaw pW 4 told her

grand mother and there was no reason for her to speak falsely about the theft

without having theft being commenced. In the case of Dattu Ram Rao sakhre

Vs State of Maharastha, the Hon'ble Supreme Court held that a child witness if
found competent to depose to the facts and reliable one such evidence could be

the basis of conviction. In other words in the absence of oath the evidence of a

child witness can be considered U/S 118 of the Evidence Act provided that

such witness is able to understand the questions and able to give rational

answers thereof. The evidence of a child witness and creditability thereof

would depend upon the circumstance of each case. The only precaution the

Court should bear in mind while assessing the evidence of a child witness is

that the witness must be a reliable one and his/trer demeanor must be like any

other competent witness and there is no likelihood of being tutored. This was
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26. From what has been discussed above i
prosecution has established the charge U/S 379 IpC beyon

is found that

all reasonable

doubt and learned Additional chief Judicial Magistrate, Bongai

held the appellant guilty of the charge U/S 379 IpC.

aon has rightly

27. coming to the sentence part iearned Additional chief
Judicial Magistrate, Bongaigaon has sentenced the appellant to undergo simple

imprisonment for a period of 10(ten) months with fine of Rs. 2000.00, in
default, simple imprisonmenr for another 1(one) month. The accused is an lady
having an infant child and she is undergoing sentence with her baby. The

stolen money was immediately recovered.

28' Considering the facts and circumstances of the case and

that the accused is an lady with her infant child, it is felt just and proper to
modify the sentence to the extent of simple imprisonment for 6(six) months

and fine of Rs. 1000.00, in default another simple imprisonment for L5 days.

29. The impugned judgment dated 10.1.2019 passed by the

learned Additional chief Judicial, Bongaigaon in pRC case no. 240/201g is

upheld with the modification, as mentioned above.

30. The appeal is partly ailowed with above modification in
sentence.

31. send back the LCR ro rhe learned court berow along
with copy of this judgment.
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32.

of the Court on the 28s day of March, 2019.

(r2)

Judgment is prepared, delivered

I

I

my hand and seal

W,,
Judge'

":WbYme


